PAC0457 1400 Lumens LP Ballast

The PAC0457 Fluorescent Emergency Ballast allows the same fixture to be used for both normal and emergency operation. In the event of a power failure, it switches to the emergency mode and operates one of the existing lamps for 90 minutes. The unit contains a battery, charger, and inverter circuit in a single can. This unit can be mounted in the wire way or on top of the fixture. It can be used with 14W through 54W (2'-4') T5 and T8 single pin or bipin for one lamp, Instant Start and Rapid Start, 14W through 39W (2'-4') T5 and T8 single pin or bipin for two lamp, Instant Start and Rapid Start, 18W through 50W (4 -pin) long compact Rapid Start, or 32W (4 –pin) compact, 24W through 32W U-Bend FBT8 fluorescent lamps from Philips, Osram and GE, or equivalent manufacturer with an initial output of up to 1400 lumens for one or two lamps.

**DIMENSIONS**

![Dimensions Diagram]

**FEATURES**

- Time Delay feature for compatibility with End-of-Lamp-Life circuitry
- Open Circuit Insulation protects unit when load is absent
- Reduced Profile design ideal for smaller ballast compartments
- Input Voltage (Dual) 120 / 277 VAC, 60Hz
- Input Wattage 3.7 Watts
- Maintenance-Free Ni-Cad battery provides 90 minutes emergency power with 24 hour recharge
- Weight 3.3 lbs
- National Electrical Code (NEC)
- Temperature Range 20°C to 50°C
- Damp location listed
- Five-year warranty

**NOTE:** All products UL listed and comply with latest codes and performance standards including UL924.